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OFFICE OF THE ISDEPESDENT COUNSEL 

DANIEL CARBONETTI, white male, born 1-4 
V )I employed by the U.S. 
Secret Service (USSS) Uniform Division, was interviewed in the 
Office of the Independent Counsel, 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N-W., Suite 490 North, in the presence of Departmenz of Justice 
Attorneys, ANN L. WEISMANN and ERIC S. ANGEL. Also present were 
Associate Independent Counsels MARY ANNE-WIRTH and EDWARD J. 
PAGE. 

CARBONETTI was immediately advised of the personal and 
official identities of the interviewers and the purpose of the 
interview. CARBONETTI thereafter provided the following 
information: 

CARBONETTI has been employed with the USSS Uniform 
Division since October of 1995. Initially, CARBONETTI was 
unassigned performing general uniform division duty; however, 
since October of 1997, CARBONETTI has been assigned to the 
Emergency Response Team. 

CARBONETTI has never met MONICA LEWINSKY and to the 
best ok CARBONETTI's recollection has not personally seen 
LEWINSKY. 

From October of 1995 until October of 1997, CARBONETTI 
had no specific post assignment, but would "floatl' among the 
various duty posts within the White House. 

CARBONETTI recalled only one occasion when he was 
assigned to the Oval Office area of the White House, - 

This was on July 4, 1997, when CARBONETTI worked the 

CARBONETTI does not know BAYANI NELVIS. 

CARBONETTI had no conversations with anyone relating to 
MONICA LEWINSKY prior to the recent news reports. 

After the matter broke in the news, CARBONETTI recalls 
participating in one conversation with BRIAN SINDONI, another USS 
Uniform Division employee, who usually was assigned to the 
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Southwest Gate of the White House. 
occasions, 

SINDON& told CARBONETTI of 
usually on a Thursday, Friday or Saturday evening, 

when MONICA LEWINSKY would come into the White House compound 
through the Southwest Gate. LEWINSKY would proceed to the West 
Wing, and within a few minutes there would be radio traffic 
indicating that the President was moving-to the Oval Office, 
which is located in the West Wing. Usually on these visits, 
LEWINSKY would remain in the White House for approximately 45 
minutes to one hour. Within a short time after LEWINSKY departed 
the White House, there would be - that the President 
was moving to the mansion. 

CARBONETTI could not recall SINDONI telling him the 
dates or the frequency of LEWINSKY's visits to the White House, 
but CARBONETTI felt these visits occurred on more-than.une 
occasion. 

CARBONETTI is not sure if SINDONI had actual knowledge 
of the above or if someone had told SINDONI of this. CARBONETTI 
has not told anyone else of this conversation with SINDONI.&aOvOH 


